Drawing and Composition

Materials List
For
Lisa Adams

- One box of Staedler Mars graphite pencils 6H to 8B
- One roll of drafting tape or artists tape (low tack tape) ½ inch thick
- Charcoal medium: one package (3-5 sticks) of soft black vine charcoal, one small box (3 sticks)
- Alphacolor Brand black pastels, two black charcoal pencils (one hard and one soft)
- Erasers: One Staedler Mars white plastic eraser, one kneaded eraser, one “stick eraser” in holder
- One small package of tortillons (aka shading stumps)
- One pencil sharpener (highly recommended: Dux glass inkwell pencil sharpener)
- One small bottle of black India ink (highly recommended: Higgins brand)
- Two sumi brushes, one small and one large (highly recommended: Ta Da brand)
- One masonite drawing board with two clips and pink rubber band (large enough to hold an 18 x 24” sketch tablet)
- One 18 x 24” Strathmore recycled drawing tablet (dark green cover) or Strathmore drawing tablet (brown cover)
- One can workable spray fixative
- One inexpensive clip on lamp and extension cord (Blick has these)

REQUIRED TEXTS: Both texts can be purchased from amazon.com
- Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain by Betty Edwards
- Perspective Made Easy by Ernest R. Norling